1 Park Road, #02-11 People’s Park Complex, Singapore 059108 Tel: 6438 7478 Fax: 6438 9794

8D West of Fujian: Taining Golden Lake Yong An Long Yan
Code: XMN8W

Schedule
1

Singapore/Xiamen/
Zhangzhou

2

Zhangzhou/Earthen
in Nanjing/Liancheng

3

4

Liancheng/ Taining

Taining
/Liancheng/Yongan

5

Yongan/Xiamen

Tourist Destinations
Depart to Zhangzhou from Singapore.After
departure, we will bring you to explore the Ming
and Qing dynasty ancient town, Confucius Temple,
and Flower Street.
After breakfast, depart to Nanjing to visit the
famous Earth Buildings, World Heritage, Heguilou,
Huaiyuanlou, Yunshuaiyao Village. After this visit,
depart to Crown Hill Mountain (Guanzhongshan) at
Citylink. GuanZhongShan is steep and magnificent,
and behind the mountain lies the gentle and
beautiful Shimen Lake. Its crystal clear waters and
crimson red peaks portray the ying and yang
concept，which leaves tourists contemplating
about the meaning of life. the scenery symbolise
the "Root of Life" and the "Doors of Life"
respectively . Both lifelike structures are only 1km
apart, one in the water, the other on land.
After breakfast, tour will depart to visit Danxia’s
natural landform, the Golden Lake. On the boat
tour, you will get to admire a beautiful scenery:
unpolluted green waters, accompanied by vibrant
red mountain peaks and a lush green forest.
Surrounded by fresh air and the soft spring wind,
you will feel as if all your troubles are forgotten.
The Grand Canyon of Taining was founded in June
2004. It lies 15km away from the Taining County.
Three canyons will adjoin together to form a
triangle, which resembles a curled-up dragon,
fondly named by locals, the Dragon Valley. After
that, the tour will make their way down to
Shangshudi，where is a structure built during the
Ming Dynasty, commonly known as the 5 Futang,
which stores several historical ornaments. This
architecture has the largest and most accurate
portrayal of the residents during the Ming Dynasty.
Yongan’s travel attractions are plentiful in number.
When the Lingyin stone sculpture park was first
built.
Linyin Stone Forest, Located at Dahu Town about
13 kilometres northwest of downtown Yong'an,
Sanming, the Linyin Stone Forest is a state-level
tourist spot. As one of the four stone forests in
China, the Linyin Stone Forest Scenic Spot covers
an area of 1.85 square kilometres featuring typical
Karst landform. Some experts consider it as "Little
Guilin" in Fujian. Explore the Taoyuan Cave
Scenic Resort (桃源洞) in Yong’an City. It is
composed of Taoyuan Cave, Xiuzhu Bend,
Baizhang Cliff, Binglu Pool and Geli Scenic Spot

Meals

Hotel
Diamond Hotel or

Dinner

similar 4*

Lunch

Jinye Hotel or

Dinner

similar 4*

Taining Hotel or
Lunch

similar 4*

Dinner

Nige Hotel or
similar 4*
Lunch
Dinner

Xiamen Xianglu
Grand Hotel or
similar Local 5*

Lunch
Dinner

and "A Gleam of Sky". The name "Taoyuan"
means fairyland.

6

Xiamen/Jinmen

After breakfast, tour will head to Xiamen, and then
take the speedboat to Jinmen to explore the Double
Carp Lake Ecosystem Pavillion.，and then the
famous Kuningtou Historical Museum. After that,
the guide will take the tour to visit Zhongshan
Memorial Forest. At the same time, the tour will
get the opportunity to taste mouth-watering
handmade hxubo noodles. Finally, the day will end
with a trip down to the extraordinary Yingguang
Tower, Next to Juguang Tower (莒光樓) is a
memorial building with a small military museum
and views of surrounding areas, located in the
south of Kincheng on Huandao West Road (環島

“A” Lever Hotel

Lunch
Dinner

西路一段). Zhaishan tunnels (翟山坑道), an
underground navy base at the southern tip of the
western part of Kinmen. Line A tourist bus Line A
tourist bus Next to Gaoliang Nature shop.

7

Kinmen/Xiamen

Gulang Yu, Shuzhuang Garden,Piano

Lunch

Xiamen Xianglu

useum,Nan Putuo Temple.

Dinner

rand Hotel or
similar Local 5*

8

Xiamen/ Singapore

Free and easy until lunchtime. Departure to airport,

Lunch

and then Singapore.

Remark: No Shopping, No Additional Tour
1. If there are any discrepancies in the information between the English and Chinese Itineraries, please refer to the
Chinese version.
2. We recommend the guest to purchase travel insurance before departure. If you have any queries, please contact our
counter staffs.
3. The sequence of the itinerary is subjected to change in accordance to the arrangement based on the local agency.
4. Tipping for tour guide & driver:RMB25/Pax/Day,Tour leader SGD2/Pax/Day
5. Malaysia and other passport holder must be apply double entry Chinese VISA.

